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Tabletop (Hidden) Block Movement, Scouting & Visibility 

 
1. The tabletop battlefield has a marked square grid overlay. This grid will correspond with 

the game board edges in most cases. 
 
2. The square grid will regulate the movement of the command blocks (“blocks”), dummy 

blocks and be basis to determine scouting reports of enemy command sightings. 
 

3. The square grid will regulate the placement of actual miniatures upon the tabletop when a 
determination of enemy presence is required (visibility and proximity to enemy). 

 
4. Block movement depends upon what type of command (see classification below) the 

block represents, if the block is in strategic or battle modes, if the block is using road 
mode, and the weather. 

 
5. The phasing player moves their blocks during their Movement Phase with the tabletop 

miniature units. 
 

6. Block movement on the tabletop is from grid square to grid square, either in the vertical, 
horizontal or diagonal movement, placing the block in the center of the grid square. 

 
7. Each grid square cost 1 movement point (1mp) to move vertical or horizontal. Costs 

an extra ½ movement point (1/2mp) to move diagonal square-to-square movement (1 
1/2 mp total). 

 
8. If the block attempts to move into a square with terrain, there may be additional block 

movement points required to enter that grid square. These additional points must pay in 
full (i.e. saved) before the block is assumed to be in that terrain square. Till all points are 
paid, the command will deploy (placement) any miniatures in their original square if 
required to deploy on the tabletop. 
See Terrain table below. 
 

9. Block movement normally will cause the deployment (placement) of the enemy 
commands during the current movement phase of the phasing side. This commonly 
occurs when a block movement enters an adjacent square containing an enemy block 
(non-dummy command) or enemy close order formation. An open order formation of 10 
miniatures in the adjacent square will also cause tabletop placement. 

 
10. Road mode movement along a road or trail omits any block terrain movement costs. 

 
11. No block command can save block movement points beyond the first available 

Movement Phase which they can move and expend the saved points. Blocks cannot 
have a “standing” reserve” of extra block movement points. 

 
12. No block can move more than 2 grid squares in strategic mode or 1 in battle mode on the 

square grid, in the same Movement Phase. 
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13. No more than 2½ blocks can be stacked in the same grid square. Half size blocks count 
as a ½ block. The combination of full size or half blocks is player’s whim…. the total 
cannot exceed 2 1/2 blocks. No block can move into a grid square to exceed the total grid 
square capacity. 

 
14. Battle mode is displayed by placing an officer miniature atop the block. Blocks are 

assumed to be in strategic mode without this officer placement. Takes a full stationary 
Movement Phase to change from strategic mode to battle mode. Takes no additional 
delay to go from battle into strategic mode normally. 

 
15. Dummy blocks act and move just like normal blocks. They cannot collect scouting 

information. They can be removed and redeployed on any game turn, at any tabletop 
location, at the owning player’s whim. The purpose is to create and sow misinformation 
during the game.   

 
16. Blocks can use “extension arrow” markers to divide and position the available block into 

two or more squares. The command now occupies more than one square grid on the 
tabletop. If deploying the miniatures, the command must evenly divide the available units 
into equal parts for each occupied square. A command must have a minimum of 5 
miniatures deployed in each square. 

 
17. The area of deployment is equal to ½ of the square’s surface area. Draw an imaginary 

line across the halfway point of the square. In all cases except “Forward Deployment” 
(see #18 below), the miniature units must be deployed behind the halfway line of the 
square. No miniature units may be placed in any other square which is adjacent to the 
square with the command/block marker except the square directly behind the deployment 
square. A player may utilize the forward half of this rearward grid square for additional 
deployment zone. In effect, a complete 1’ by 1’ square (2x half squares) is available for 
each grid square, which the command/block occupied prior to deployment of the 
miniatures. 

 
18. Forward Deployment of miniatures means the player can deploy his miniatures in the 

forward half of his deployment grid square. There is additional required ½ mp cost 
(maybe saved) for forward deployment. Requirements are: 

 
a. A terrain feature must be in the forward deployment half grid square zone. This 

could be walls, hedges, buildings etc. This terrain feature is occupied or provides 
some protection to the units. 

b. The command block is required to have additional ½ mp (marked with counter on 
block), which is expended on deployment of miniatures and block removal. 

c. All opposite players must be advised that command block is “forward deployed” 
into the terrain feature. 

d. The command block must be in battle mode. Strategic mode command blocks 
cannot use forward deployment to control terrain. 

 
19. Normally the non-phasing player will deploy their miniatures before the current phasing 

player if two blocks become grid square adjacent by action of block movement. There are 
additional situations in the main rulebook. 
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20. Gaming tables of 6’ or less depth are recommended to start all command blocks with a 
free ½ mp marker credit. This allows infantry command blocks to advance at least one 
grid square forward before enemy cavalry (in battle mode) threatens them. 

 
21. This primer is a shorten rules summary. Refer to the main rulebook for additional topics 

and clarifications. 
 
 
 
 
 
Example of blocks on the tabletop 
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TABLETOP MAP MOVEMENT Chart 
 

All commands are either in Battle mode or Strategic mode. Road mode is a form of strategic 
utilizing narrow road movement formations. 
 
Type of Command Battle Mode Strategic Mode Road Mode 
Infantry ½ mp 1 ½ mp 2 mp 
Cavalry, Legion / Adv Gd. 1mp 1 ½ mp 2 mp 
Artillery ½ mp 1 ½ mp 2 mp 
Siege artillery or Train ½ mp 1 mp 1 ½ mp 
All unattached Officers, Scouts or ADC’s NA 1 ½ mp x 2* 1 ½ mp x 2* 
All Headquarters w / officers attached 1mp 1 ½ mp 2 mp 
 
Infantry Command = Close order infantry or foot artillery in the command organization. 
 
Legion / Advance Guard = Mostly cavalry command with light infantry battalions and maybe horse 
artillery.  All legion or Advance Gd. command infantry must be able to skirmish in o/o formation. No foot 
artillery. 
   
Cavalry Command = Cavalry with optional attached horse artillery. 
 
* Unattached officers, ADC’s and scouts move in both command phases (game turn) hence the double 
movement. Officers are always in Strategic mode since they are individuals. 
 
Terrain Effect Table for Block Movement: 
 
Terrain Type Map Movement Adjustment - Cost 
Enter medium woods square + ½ mp 
Enter heavy woods square Not allowed 
Enter swamp or marsh square + ½ mp 
Cross river or other impassable terrain Not allowed 
Enter town or city square (3+ buildings) + ½ mp 
Enter fortress square via gateway See entrance rules for unit capacity per turn 
Cross ford, bridge or narrow pass See crossing rules for unit capacity per turn 
 
Tabletop Strategic Scouting: 
 
Scouts come from Corp / Wing, Army or Nation headquarters units (base). The number of 
scouts is equal to the number of ADC’s for the headquarters.  A Corp or Wing HQ has 2 ADC’s 
or Scouts, an Army HQ has 3 ADC’s or scouts and a Nation HQ has 5 ADC’s or Scouts. 
 
Scouts move on the square grid just like blocks except they are individual officer miniatures. 
 
At the start of every Command Phase, roll each deployed scout / ADC’s on the Scout Fate 
Table…i.e. scouting. This roll is before any information is collected. There are roll adjustments if 
the scout is deployed from a “in transit or moving” headquarters base or if rolling fate on a night 
turn. A “in transit” headquarters is any headquarter base, which is not set up and stationary at 
phase of scout fate roll. 
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Removed scouts which are “caught, lost, drunk, and / or which fail to report” are removed back 
to their headquarter base and return for new ADC’s or scout assignment on next hour turn. No 
MFP cost. 
 
Scout Fate Table (10D) 
 
Situation of scout miniature in Command Phase Remove scout on: 
More than 5 squares away from nearest enemy command or dummy 
block 

10 

If 4 or 5 squares away from nearest enemy command or dummy block 10 * 
If 2 or 3 squares away from nearest enemy command or dummy block 9 or 10 * 
If 1 or in same square as enemy blocks 8, 9, or 10 * 
 

* +2 to roll if scout’s Headquarters’ is currently “in transit” mode 
   +2 to roll if night turn 

 
Battlefield Visibility Charts 
 
The chart represents the tabletop square grid. The “X” denoted the spotting command, scout or 
senior officer location on the grid. 
 
A sighting Place or deploy command (miniatures) on tabletop. 

B sighting Place or deploy command (miniatures) only if in adjacent square. Otherwise just 
inform opposite player of the number of units in command (battalions, cavalry 
regiments and batteries). 

C sighting Inform opposite player that the command is real and not dummy command. No 
other information is given. 

D sighting No information given…cannot report or see that distance. 
 
Hidden commands are only disclosed if the square grid chart letter has a “*”. Otherwise no 
information or report given (D sighting).  
 
Only senior officers and scouts use the visibility chart beyond one adjacent square. Divisional or 
brigade officers or their commands can only “see” and report sighting information from adjacent 
squares. 
 
Typical tabletop battlefield, with smoke and clear weather.  Chart # 5. 
 

D D D D D D D D D 
D D D D C D D D D 
D D D C B C D D D 
D D C B* A* B* C D D 
D C B A* X A* B C D 

 


